Why Join ASG?

What members say about ASG:

Thank you so much for the online sewing classes! I thought I was an advanced sewer but I have learned so much from these classes. They pay for my membership over and over!

The benefits and joys of being part of this exciting organization are as much fun as sewing itself!

Through ASG contacts, I’ve realized my dream of working as a professional sewing educator.

Being part of a national organization as well as a chapter means I can participate in ASG events anywhere I travel through the country.

ASG Conference is great! I haven’t had this much fun since I was a kid at camp!

There’s simply no better way to develop sewing skills and opportunities than through ASG.

It makes me feel good to know that my membership contributes to all the good work ASG does.

The “Members Only” discounts more than pay for my membership and save me money every year!
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The premier sewing organization, The American Sewing Guild (ASG) was founded in 1978 for the purpose of preserving and promoting the sewing arts through sewing education and activities for sewing enthusiasts of all ages and skill levels. A nonprofit organization, ASG is supported through membership and is committed to its mission of Advancing Sewing as an Art and Life Skill.

Member Benefits Include:

- A network of chapters and special interest groups that meet in cities from coast to coast and offer opportunities for educational, social and philanthropic programs
- Unlimited access to ASG’s library of online sewing classes for beginning to advanced sewers
- Members Only discounts on sewing products and services (saves you money!)
- ASG’s quarterly publication, Notions
- Travel with sewing friends - Sew Much Fun Tours visit places like Hong Kong, Paris, Toronto, NYC and the Pacific Northwest
- An annual Conference that offers an array of renowned national sewing educators, a Members’ Fashion Show, exhibits and vendors
- A youth program for students through age 17 and extending up to age 22 for registered college students
- Opportunities to develop leadership and community engagement skills or start a group of your own
- Opportunities to learn to teach sewing
- More sewing friends!

We invite you to be a part of this dynamic organization!